As an appealing sensing paradigm, Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS) which provides a cost-efficient solution for large-scale urban sensing tasks has gained significant attention in recent years. However, in practice, many MCS applications usually suffer from the failure of sensing task execution, ranging from the randomness and autonomous in participant users' behavior, to lacking of prior experience and monetary reward, etc. To mitigate the impact of these failures, in this paper, we propose and study a novel problem, namely failure-aware mobile crowd sensing. To solve our problem, we devise a two-stages framework, including offline task allocation and online task transfer. Towards enhancing task completion ratio, we propose an indeterminate fitness proportionate based task allocation approach FPSAll, and an utility evaluation-based task transfer approach FTASKTraf, respectively. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approaches on real-world data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the dramatic proliferation of sensor-equipped portable mobile devices and wireless communication, a novel sensing paradigm named Mobile Crowd Sensing (MCS) [1] - [3] has become an effective way to sense and collect data about physical environment and human society. Instead of deploying static and expensive distributed sensors, MCS utilizes smartphone equipped with a plethora of on-board sensors (e.g., accelerometer, compass, gyroscope, GPS, camera, etc.) and users' mobility to implement sensing tasks, e.g., air quality, noise level, emergent events, etc [4] - [6] .
Generally speaking, the workflow of MCS campaign can be described as follows: MCS service requestors firstly release customized sensing tasks on MCS platform, and then the platform allocates tasks to suitable participants to execute, by thoroughly considering tasks' specifications and users' behavior patterns. For example, MCS tasks can be allocated The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan .
to users who are close to the task's spatial location. Finally, collected sensor records will be processed and submitted to requestors, and the requestors will provide financial rewards to compensate users' resource overhead, such as battery and bandwidth consumption, or transportation fees. However, it is embarrassing that, due to the concern of privacy leakage, participant users are unwilling to publicly share their realtime state, e.g., location information, to platform [7] , [8] . Alternatively, one feasible approach is to extract users' profile based on their participation records, and proactively distribute tasks to suitable users according to extracted user profiles, e.g., daily routine [9] - [12] . To be specific, based on the mobility pattern from users' empirical statistics, released task would be allocated to user who is most likely to visit its designated location during certain time slot [13] . In other words, by accommodating tasks' requirements to appropriate users, it strives to maximize the task completion rate and improve the result quality.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that, the aforementioned technique does not guarantee that the allocated task will be VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. A toy example of task transfer.
certainly completed at the end. The reason lies in the following aspects: 1) Due to the sparse historical records and human mobility's randomness [14] , it is impossible to accurately foreknow participant users' route over large spatiotemporal dimensions. Thus, given one specific task, it might not be allocated to the right user. 2) As all participant users are autonomy to MCS platform, they might abandon implementing the designated tasks, or drop out from ongoing tasks. For instance, the selected task performer might suddenly has something urgent to tackle, so that fails to complete the task. Furthermore, according to survey from Amazon MTurk and FigureEight platform, task abandonment is very common, accounting for up to 164% abandoned tasks relative to finished tasks [15] . In summary, both them will inevitably cause task failure, and no result will be returned to the requestors. Therefore, to ensure a successful MCS campaign, it is indispensable for MCS platform to take into account the factor of task failure. Unfortunately, most of works have not explored this problem. To bridge this gap, in this paper, we initiate a failure-aware framework in mobile crowd sensing paradigm. Basically, except the above-mentioned task allocation, we devise an additional task transfer step to reallocate failed tasks. More specifically, suppose one failed participant user, we will harness social relationship to transfer the unimplemented tasks to his/her acquaintances. Note that, task transfer operation is not carried out by MCS platform, but by user itself. The intuition is that, social relationship could be leveraged to encourage participation in mobile crowd sensing, as well as improve the performance of task allocation and implementation [16] - [19] .
Let us illustrate it with a toy example. As shown in Fig. 1 , user u 3 is select to implement MCS task t 1 . However, due to something urgent, u 3 has to abandon task execution. While by utilizing his social relationship, u 3 transfer the ''failed task'' t 1 to his friend u 4 . And finally, u 4 will take u 3 's place to perform t 1 .
Furthermore, in order to verify this assumption, we conduct a survey among 57 students in Northwestern Polytechnical University, China. Firstly, we devise some questions to reveal the impacts on which the social relation strength is dependent. From the returned results, it shows that the frequency and duration of co-occurrence are two key factors that determine the social relation strength among users. To be specific, roughly 71.23% respondents believe that co-occurrence duration is the most important factor; while about 28.77% claim that co-occurrence frequency plays a first important role. Moreover, in the questionnaire, we also test the feasibility of MCS task transfer approach, by devising many MCS tasks, such as noise measurement, etc., in the campus environment. The statistical results show that about 67.54% respondents prefer transferring failed tasks to his/her acquaintances; and about 86.54% respondents are ready to accept the transferred failed tasks and perform them. At last, we investigate the incentive distribution issue. The results are reported in Fig. 3 from the perspective of initial executors and task successors, respectively. We observe that both the initial executors and successors insist that the relative incentive rewards should be divided between them, instead of exclusively initial executors or successors. In summary, these results validate our assumption, and hereafter, we will follow these observations to devise our transfer approach.
The main contribution of this paper can be summed up as follows.
• We propose and study the problem of failure-aware mobile crowd sensing. To our best knowledge, this is the first work that leverages social relationship to tackle failed MCS task.
• To solve our problem, we devise a two-stages framework, including offline task allocation and online task transfer. Towards enhancing task completion ratio, we propose an indeterminate fitness proportionate based task allocation approach FPSAll, and an utility evaluation-based task transfer approach FTASKTraf, respectively.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world data set. The experimental results validate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed approaches, compared with baseline algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give a brief overview of related work in the next section. In Section III, we present the workflow framework, preliminary and the problem scenario definitions. We propose task allocation approach FPSAll and task transfer approach FTASKTraf in Section IV and V, respectively. Experimental results are shown in Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In MCS applications, the platform recruits participant users to implement released sensing tasks. Until recently, there have been many works on MCS task allocation and participant selection. Among them, two types of task allocation have been studied.
A. SINGLE TASK ALLOCATION
Studies in this stream allocate a single task to candidate participant users [20] - [23] . Reddy et al. [20] propose a recruitment framework to identify well-suited executors to gather data based on spatial-temporal availability and participation habits. Pournajaf et al. [21] propose a dynamic data driven spatial crowd sensing task assignment model by building a synergistic feedback loop between application simulations and data collection. Zhang et al. [22] devise a participant selection framework to assist task requestors in identifying users, towards minimizing the budget payments. In [23] , Xiong et al. propose a task allocation framework, named iCrowd, to achieve dual optimal goals, i.e., k-depth coverage maximization and incentive payment minimality.
B. MULTI TASK ALLOCATION
Studies in this stream assign multi tasks to candidate participant users [24] - [28] . Kazemi and Shahabi [24] study a problem of maximum task assignment, where participant users report their current location to platform, and platform allocates the nearest tasks to each user with the goal of maximizing the overall number of assigned tasks. He et al. [25] study the problem of location-dependent task allocation with time budgets for participant users. Based on bargaining theory, they devise an approximation algorithm to maximize the rewards of platform. Liu et al. [26] study the multi-task allocation problem and propose a participant selection framework, TaskMe. In [26] , two typical situations are investigated, that is few participants, more tasks and more participants, few tasks. Based on the Minimum Cost Maximum Flow theory, two optimal algorithms are proposed to achieve the optimization goal. Kandappu et al. [27] conduct experiments in campus environment to investigate the user skew and results veracity problem. In [28] , Li et al. propose and study a dynamic participant user selection problem in heterogeneous mobile crowd sensing, where the objective is to minimize the sensing cost with a certain level coverage.
Actually, many previous research work assume that all the participant users are deterministic or reliable. In other words, when users are selected to implement tasks, they will successfully complete them as expected, and finally submit reliable sensing data. Unfortunately, it is unpractical in reality, as participant users are autonomous in MCS campaign. In other words, they can quit at any time without any restriction. In [29] , Zheng et al. consider a rejection-aware task assignment problem in crowdsourcing. By considering participant users' interest, they strive to match candidate users with the right tasks, such that their acceptance could be maximized. Substantially, it belongs to offline allocation stage before task execution, while the issue of implementation failure is not studied. Most recently, Han et al. [15] present an empirical investigation of the impact of task abandonment in crowdsourcing, in which it claims that task abandonment phenomenon is very common in practice. However, the concrete countermeasures, especially mechanism design, are not studied.
III. PRELIMINARY AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we will start with defining preliminaries required in this work and our problem scenario, and then elaborating the workflow framework of our approach.
. . , t m } be a set of m MCS tasks with different predefined spatial-temporal requirements, such as t i = {l i , ts i }, where l i and ts i denote task t i 's customized target locations and time durations (e.g., from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.).
Definition 2 (Participant Users): Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } be a crowd of n mobile users who have registered on MCS platform to participate into MCS campaign. Commonly, in order to avoid an expensive detour, participant users usually incidentally perform MCS tasks scattered on their daily routine, e.g., doing tasks on his way home. Thus, one of the main streams in MCS task allocation is to align tasks' requirements to users daily route. Here, each user's moving route is represented as R u i = {(l k 1 , tw j 1 ), . . . , (l k n , tw j n )}, where l k x denotes one landmark in set L, and tw j x is a partitioned time window in T W, e.g., < 8 : 00 am ∼ 9 : 00 am > in one hour time granularity. For simplicity, we assume that the granularity of partitioned time windows could complete cover MCS tasks' specified time duration ts. For example, ts =< 8 : 00 am ∼ 10 : 00 a.m > can be covered by two sequential time windows < 8 : 00 am ∼ 9 : 00 am > and < 9 : 00 am ∼ 10 : 00 am >. What is more, in order to balance users' workload and avoid monopoly, each user should have a maximum workload to conduct MCS tasks. To be specific, an upper bound threshold γ is employed to restrict the upper number of allocated tasks per user.
To handle the released MCS tasks in T , MCS platform is required to allocate each task t i ∈ T to participant users in U. Formally, the desired allocation solution is a set of optimal user-task pairs, e.g., (u i , t j ), from all the possible pairs within the problem space consisting of T and U. To further illustrate it, one matrix S is harnessed to represent this association relationship, i.e., task allocation solution, between T and U, such as:
where s i,j denotes the aforementioned user-task pair (u i , t j ), and 1 i |U| , 1 j |T |. More specifically, if user u i is selected to perform task t j , the entry s i,j should be set as 1; otherwise, it is 0.
With respect to the above-mentioned maximum workload γ , under the representation of matrix S, it can be transformed as a constraint, such that: ∀u i ∈ U, |T | j=1 s i,j γ In almost existing works, a common practice is to associate tasks and available users before task execution, according to users' expected task execution probabilities. For example, based on users' historical trace record, one mobility probability that user u will cover task t, i.e., visit t's spatial location during its specified time duration, is used to estimate the expected probability of task completion. And then, a naïve strategy is to choose the user with maximum coverage probability to conduct the task [22] , [23] , [27] .
Unfortunately, the aforementioned estimated probability could not ensure that task will be successfully performed in the end. To guarantee the quality of MCS campaign, it is indispensable to monitor MCS task execution process, and guarantee high completion ratio. Therefore, in this paper, we shift our emphasis to the final completion rate of released tasks, which is used to indicate how many tasks in T have been eventually successfully conducted. Specifically, given one MCS task, say t j , if its selected participant user u i does actually visit t j 's location t j .l during its time duration t j .ts, we say t j has been completed by u i ; otherwise, it is not. More formally, we adopt c(u i , t j ) to denote whether task t j has been completed by user u i :
Note that, considering the process of task transfer, i.e., failed task's reassign, user u i in above equation might not be the initial performer, i,e., task t j has transferred from other initial selector, say u k , to user u i . In other words, its relative allocation entry in S, i.e., s i,j , might be updated between 0 and 1. For sake of illustration, here we adopt s i,j to represent the final executor u i with respect to task t j . Based on the abovementioned definitions, we can mathematically calculate the completion ratio CR(T ) as follows:
where 1 i |T |, and s i,j denote the final determined allocation solution, such as ∀ s i,j ∈ S, s i,j ≡ 1.
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Based on the above definitions, we will formally define our problem as below.
Given a set of MCS tasks T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, and a group of registered participant workers U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n }, our goal is to maximize the final completion ratio of released MCS tasks, which is accomplished from two stages: 1) associate each task with one suitable participant user, such as to form a user-task pair {u, t}; 2) during task execution, once the allocated task is failed to be completed by its selector, the selector needs to optimally transfer the failed task to an alternate user, where each user could not undertake more than γ tasks. In that case, the problem can be formalized as follows:
Remarks: Substantially, our problem is an optimization process over the lifecylce of MCS campaign, rather other only pre-execution stage. Hence, a mechanism is required to monitor the released tasks to be tackled. We assume that once the determined users could not execute the allocated tasks, they would submit a failure report to MCS platform, and immediately trigger an intervention implementation to reallocate it.
C. DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Considering the properties of our failure-aware mobile crowd sensing, the goal of our problem-solving approach is manifold as follows:
• Verifiable: Most of existing works optimally search a set of user-task pairs, with the goal of maximizing expected task execution probability. In essence, is simply assume that expected task execution is equivalent to true task completion. Actually, it is not realistic, and must be validated by the final execution result. As a result, in this paper, we need to verify whether the selected users have completed their allocated tasks eventually. Obviously, it complicates task allocation problem in almost previous research work.
• Dynamic: Due to user autonomy described above, the determined users may fail to complete their allocated tasks. In this sense, MCS task allocation could not be performed once and for all, but dynamically adjusted from time to time. For example, if one selected user's routine is disturbed suddenly, he is most likely to abandon the assigned task. In other words, instead of implementing task allocation just before execution stage, we need to run through its lifecycle until task has been completed.
• Hybrid: MCS tasks are allocated in pre-execution stage, i.e., offline mode. In practice, it is impossible to accurately predict which task will fail to execute after task assignment. As it approaches task's expire time, an online intervention mechanism would be appreciated to timely response. Moreover, users are usually unwilling to expose their real-time position in public, but it is acceptable to share the information with social relationships. As a result, it is sensible to implement task transfer process on client side, instead of platform side.
D. THE WORKFLOW FRAMEWORK
Our approach to failure-aware mobile crowd sensing could be divided into two components: 1) offline task allocation; 2) onine task transfer. To be specific, the first part is in charge of associating released MCS tasks to suitable users, according to matching calculation between tasks' requirements (spatial and temporal properties) and users' mobility patterns. While as the first phase can not guarantee the success of task execution, we must additionally monitor the task execution process, and transfer the failed tasks timely among social acquaintances. The workflow framework of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
IV. TASK ALLOCATION: A NONDETERMINISTIC APPROACH A. RANK-BASED DETERMINISTIC TASK ALLOCATION
Since MCS tasks are stipulated with temporal and spatial dimensions, here we adopt mobility behavior profile to build its estimated coverage probability, i.e., estimated completion ratio. Restricted by sparse and limited users historical records, we directly use an empirical statistical model to profile users mobility behavior, i.e., moving routines [12] , [23] , [30] , [31] . Generally, the estimated probability that user u will visit a spatial location l during a partitioned time window tw can be modeled by its frequency of occurrence at location l during partitioned time window tw, which can be learned from historical participation records. Mathematically, it is formalized as follows:
where T D u,l,tw denotes the number of days in which user u has visited location l during time window tw across all the training days in database T D. For presentation, a data cube P is employed to store all the above-mentioned estimated probability, such that one entry P i,j,k = p(u i , l j , tw k ). Based on it, we could calculate the expected completion probability with respect to user u and task t. Given a MCS task t = {l, ts}, say ts =< tw j , . . . , tw j+q >, the estimated completion probability can be derived as follows:
Due to the diverse user mobility and task requirements, not all the available users are qualified to perform one specific MCS task t, i.e., p(u, t) = 0. Thus, matching operation is a must to identify qualified users for each task. Here we employ a bipartite graph G(U, T , E, W ) to model this matching relationship between all the users in U and existing tasks T , where edges E denotes the matching relation, and the weights W associated with edges of E denotes the relative estimated completion probability. For example, one edge e i,j ∈ E in the graph G represents the fact that user u i ∈ U is qualified to perform task t j with estimated expected probability w i,j , i.e., p(u i , t j ). For the ease of demonstration, the associated weights whose value equals to zero are not present. A toy example of built bipartite graph is shown in Fig. 4 . Based on the built graph G, the centralized MCS task allocation procedure strives to search a subset of edges from E as the optimal allocation solution, i.e., desired optimal user-task pairs. Intuitively, for each task t ∈ T , the user who is most likely to cover its specified spatial location and time duration, i.e., maximum estimated completion probability, should be determined to perform this task. In practice, one straightforward and common method is to utilize quasi-rank technique to implement task allocation throughout edges in E [10]- [12] . To be specific, it tackles existing MCS tasks one by one. In each round, based on the descenting order of task t's weights (estimated completion probabilities), it fixes the edge with maximum weight as the targeted sub-solution, and set its relative entry s i,j as 1 in solution matrix S. Formally, it can be formalized as follows:
During task allocation process, if one user has been designated γ tasks, he/she and its related edges will be removed from G immediately. The procedure continues until all the existing tasks have been allocated, or there is no qualified users to select. As shown in Fig. 4 , for task t 1 , the edge e 4,1 is picked out as it has the largest weight 0.8 among all the edges associated with task t 1 , i.e., {e 2,1 , e 4,1 }. If user u 4 's designated tasks are less than γ , task t 1 would be allocated to u 4 , i.e., entry s 4,1 in solution matrix S is set to 1.
B. FITNESS PROPORTIONATE SELECTION BASED NONDETERMINISTIC ALLOCATION
Nevertheless, we argue that large estimated expected probability is not a necessity for guaranteeing the completion VOLUME 7, 2019 of MCS task. The reason is that, in practice, people would not strictly follow predicted routine schedules due to the randomness and suddenness. In essential, maximizing task completion based on estimated expected probability is a nondeterministic problem: we could not derive that high estimated completion probability will certainly result in a high task completion rate, but just in the sense of estimated probability. For instance, given a MCS task t, in practice, user u i with estimated probability 0.7 might cover it, but user u k with 0.8 might not cover it, i.e., c(u i , t) = 1. However, according to the above-mentioned rank-based search, only the user having maximum expected coverage probability has the chance to execute task, while the others would not be selected. Apparently, it may hinder the performance of final task completion ratio. Therefore, instead of adopting the deterministic quasirank search which always concerns top users, we leverage a nondeterministic approach to improve it. Basically, all the qualified users whose estimated completion probability is more than zero have chance to be selected as task executor. More specifically, for each task t j ∈ T , the users who are associated with t j in bipartite graph will be firstly picked out as eligible candidates U * t j = {u i |w i,j > 0, u i ∈ U}. As shown in Fig. 4 , the eligible candidates for task t 1 are U * t 1 = {u 2 , u 4 }. For each qualified user, we assign a fitness to indicate the probability of being selected as task executor, on the basis of the associated weight values. Mathematically, the fitness F u i ,t j of user u j for task t i can be calculated as follows:
where w i,j represents the estimated completion probability that user u i will cover task t j . And then, the cumulative probability distribution (CDF) over all the eligible users U * t j ' fitness values are generated. We randomly choose an uniform number range in [0, 1), and the bin that generated random number is falling is exactly the selected user to perform current task. Although the selection operation is stochastic, the probability to select each candidate user follows their fitness proportionate, as the random number falling in the bin of an individual user with a probability proportional to its width, i.e., fitness [32] . By leveraging this ''nondeterministic'' approach, each candidate user has a chance to be selected, and the one with large estimated completion probability has greater opportunity. In the selection process, if the chosen user has undertook γ tasks, it will be skipped, and the fitness proportionate selection operation will be implemented once again until one valid user has been picked out.
However, restricted by its inherent workflow, the abovementioned allocation approach could not conduct global optimization over the whole problem space. The reason is that, constrained by pre-defined user maximum workload γ , all the existing tasks compete with each other for the limited user resource. For instance, if one user u has been designated to perform task t j , it might mean that u has lost the chance to implement another task t k . In other words, its performance might vary with the order of tackled tasks, especially when the available participant users are not sufficient with respect to tasks to be handled. In this paper, we propose a heuristic strategy to fix the order of tasks to be handled. The basic idea is that, by globally exploiting limited user resource, we attempt to improve the allocation performance as many as possible. Based on our observations, for each task t, we consider three factors which affect the performance of allocation solutions:
• Scale of eligible candidates: Concretely, the more U * t j is, the larger the selection space of candidate users will be. And the risk that having no remaining candidate users would be weaken, thus, it need not to be tackled preferentially.
• Overall level of estimated completion probability:
Here, we adopt the mean value of eligible users' estimated completion probabilitys, i.e., 1
as an metric to indicate the average level of estimated completion probability. If the metric is larger, this task should be handled preferentially in order to ensure a larger estimated completion probability.
• Probability distribution of fitness: In addition to the overall level of estimated probability, we need to investigate its distribution. If qualified users's completion probability present an uniform distribution, it means that there are many alternative users can be chosen. To quantify its distribution feature, here we employ the tool of information entropy, such as:
Based on the above-mentioned three factors, we devise an integrated utility function to rank the tasks in T as below:
After that, according to the descending order of each task's utility value, we will tackle tasks in turn to fill the entries in solution matrix S. In other words, the task with maximum utility value would be allocated firstly. The pseudo code of nondeterministic allocation approach, namely FPSAll algorithm, is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. TASK TRANSFER: A SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP-BASED APPROACH
As discussed above, in practice, the selected participant users may fail to perform their allocated tasks, i.e., c(u, t) = 0, due
Algorithm 1 FPSAll Algorithm
Input: MCS tasks: T , Available users: U, Historical mobility: T D; Output: Task allocation solution: S; 1 ∀u i ∈ U, t j ∈ T , Compute estimated probability p(u i , t j ); 2 Build bipartite graph G(U, T , E, W ); 3 for each task t j ∈ T do 4 Identify eligible candidate users U * t j ;
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Calculate integrated utility function t j by Eq. 12; 6 end 7 Rank tasks in descending order by t j ; 8 for each task t j ∈ T do 9 Calculate t j 's fitness for each user; 10 Construct its cumulative probability distribution; 11 Allocate t j by fitness proportionate selection; 12 Update bipartite graph G by remove t j 13 end to mobility randomness and many other reasons. So, in order to ensure high task completion ratio, it is necessary to reassign these failed tasks.
Instead of reassigning unimplemented tasks by platform, in this work, we prefer the initial users, i.e., failed performer, to transfer it to his/her social acquaintances. By harnessing limited information, the platform would recommend many candidate ones to the failed performers. Specifically, we first identify many candidate users who can perform the failed task, by taking into account the effects, such as social relation, physical distance, etc. And then, among these candidates, we will use an evaluation function φ(·) (detailed later) to rank them. In general, φ(·) depends on many factors in different application scenarios. Here, we import three key factors to ensure that the reselected users can complete task to the maximum extent. In the following, we will elaborate them in detail.
A. SOCIAL RELATION STRENGTH
The social relation strength is used to characterize the strength of social tie between any two mobile users in U. According to our questionnaire survey results, social relation strength is one key factor in task transfer process. If one user has larger social relation strength with user u i , it is likely that the motivation to accept and complete this transferred task would be strong. On the basis of spatiotemporal coexistence, it is formalized as follows:
where f (u, l, tw) and dw(u, l, tw) denote the empirical frequency of occurence and dwell time user u has spent within location l during time window tw, and the numerators of the fraction represents the spatiotemporal coexistence frequency and dwell time, respectively.
B. DISTANCE
When the initial selected user reports his failure information to platform, the expire time of the task is usually very short. Thus, the redetermined user may exclusively to conduct it, rather other on his way. In that case, the distance will play a more important role in completing task, as longer distance means more cost for task implementation. Intuitively, the chance that user will accept and perform the failed task directly depends on the distance between task t i 's designated location and candidate users' current locations. Here, we adopt an exponential function to indicate the chance that redetermined user u j will accept this task,
where t i .l and u j .l denote task t i 's specified location and candidate user u j 's current location, respectively, and the constraint is used to eliminate the users who can not arrive at t i .l before t i 's expire time. And the parameter ε is used to control the decay ratio of DS.
C. REPUTATION
The measurement of reputation is used to reflect the potential that specific user could complete its allocated task. The reputation is an accumulated and dynamic value, which would be updated after its holder accept one allocated task. In this paper, according to different scenarios, we devise reputation update mechanism. Assume user u i 's current reputation value is RP(u i ), if one task t j is allocated to u i , and u i has successfully completed it by himself, i.e., c(u i , t j ) = 1, his reputation could be increased accordingly, for instance: RP(u i ) = RP(u i ) + η. However, if u i has failed to complete it, and u i transferred task t j to his friend, say u k , and his friend has completed it ( s k,j = 1), then u i 's reputation would be increased by c * η, and u k 's reputation should be updated by (1 − c) * η, where 0 < c < 0.5. While if transferred user u k has also failed to complete it, both users, i.e., u i and u k , will be degraded in their reputation with c * η.
In the end, we adopt a weighted sum form to integrate all the involved three factors, such as: (15) where w i , 1 i 3 denotes the relevant weight parameters. For all the possible candidate successors, the one with the largest integrated value achieved from Eq. 15 will be selected to perform the failed task. While it should be noted that, the previously mentioned maximum workload γ should be also considered in this process. Following the reputation calculation, if task' successor has successfully completed the transferred task, both the involvers would gain a part of rewards. To be specific, the initial performer would obtain c * I(t j ), and the successor would gain (1 − c) * I(t j ), where I(t j ) denotes the incentive rewards of task t j . Otherwise, if the successor has not completed the task, both them would not obtain rewards. Based on the workflow described above, we propose a failed task transfer approach, namely FTASKTraf. The pseudo code of FTASKTraf algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 FTASKTraf Algorithm
Input: Failed MCS task: t, Initial performer: u i , Parameters: ε, σ , w i , 1 i 3; Output: Task successors: u; 1 Identify a subset of participant users U * (t); 2 for each user u j in U * (t) do 3 Calculate social relation strength SR(u i , u j ); 4 Measure the physical distance between user u j and t: DS(u j );
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Take u j 's reputation R(u j ); 6 Measure u j 's integrated utility based on Eq.15; 7 end 8 Rank U * and select the one with maximum value; 9 Update involved users' reputation and distribute rewards;
VI. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we report the results of an extensive performance study on real-world data set to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed techniques. Our experiments are conducted on a standard server (Windows), with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU, 2.60 GHz and 32 GB main memory.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET AND SETUP 1) DATA SET
In experiments, an open WTD data set which is published by researchers at UCSD [33] is utilized as the experimental data set. In campus environment, WTD records all access points (AP) sensed by the users every 20 seconds. Due to the sparse distribution in WTD data set, we filter some APs and users having too little records, and obtain a final data set which contains 124 APs and 68 mobile users. In the stage of mobility model training, we employ a 30 days period sampling data set to extract mobility profile. Based on the learned mobility profile, a set of MCS tasks will be assigned to available users.
2) EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The parameter is set to 0.01. The maximum workload of each participant user equals to 4, i.e., each user can undertake at most four MCS tasks.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) SOCIAL RELATION CHARACTERIZATION
Based on 68 mobile users' historical records, their relative social relation strength are calculated, and the results are present in Fig. 5 . And the graph representation is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
2) MCS TASK ALLOCATION
And then, we conduct experiments to verify the performance of task allocation by comparing our FPSAll algorithm and the aforementioned ranking-based allocation method (named RankAll in this part). For these two methods, the transfer operation is not implemented on the involved failed tasks. In other words, here, we just validate the initial offline allocation performance. To measure the task completion ratio, if the selected user does not cover the designated task before its expiration, it means that the allocated task has not successfully completed. By varying the number of released MCS tasks from 120 to 180 with 20 incremental, we implement experiments and present the relative results in Fig. 7 . Obviously, our proposed FPSAll algorithm outperforms the baseline RankAll algorithm in all the cases. The reason is that FPSAll algorithm considers not only the candidate user with largest estimated completion probability, but also other qualified users.
Furthermore, we verify the effect of heuristic ordering selection strategy in FPSAll. The baseline method's workflow also adopts fitness proportionate selection mechanism, but handle available MCS tasks in random order, namely R-FPSAll algorithm. To be specific, we conduct experiments in the settings of limited user resource, by decreasing the value of γ to 3. Because R-FPSAll algorithm does not utilize user resource globally, the participant users might not enough to undertake all the existing MCS tasks, restricted by the maximum workload constraints. While by importing heuristic strategy, our FPSAll method is capable to tackle more tasks. What is more, with the increasing of tasks to be handled, R-FPSAll algorithm's performance degrades faster than FPSAll.
3) FAILED TASK TRANSFER
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work directly related to our studied problem in this paper. Obviously, by adding task transfer implementation, its task completion ratio will certainly be enhanced. To fix its performance, we conduct experiments on virtual environment by our developed MCS allocation systems, where the APP interface is shown in Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 10 , we present two cases of candidate successors' utility distribution over three dimensions, such as: social relation strength, physical distance and users' reputation. Thus, it is a must to balance among these three factors, and select one suitable user to transfer the failed task.
Moreover, we examine the effect of different weight combinations in Eq. 15 on the final solution performance. Specifically, we conduct controlled experiments with different weight combinations. As the final task completion need to be explicitly verified, we recruit 57 volunteers to execute virtual MCS task testing on the aforementioned system. The experiment is repeated ten times, and the average result is reported. The returned results are present in Fig. 11 , where WeiExp1, WeiExp2 and WeiExp3 represent different weight combinations. Next, we will elaborate them in detail. In the set of WeiExp1, the weight combinations are w = {1, 0, 0}, w = {1, 1, 0} and w = {1, 1, 1}, where w = {1, 0, 0} means that w 1 = 1, w 2 = 0 and w 3 = 0. The weight combinations in WeiExp2 are, from left to right, w = {0, 1, 0}, w = {0, 1, 1} and w = {1, 1, 1}. While in WeiExp3 are w = {0, 0, 1}, w = {0, 1, 1} and w = {1, 1, 1}. From the reported results, we have the following observations. First, the factor of social relation strength play a most important role in task transfer process, followed by user reputation, and physical distance. Obviously, it validates that social relation is really could be utilized to improve task re-allocation among users, as the social relationship, e.g., friendship, can motivate people to try their best. Second, when all the involved factors are considered in task transfer process, the final performance, i.e., task completion ratio, could be maximized. Thus, in the application development, all of them should be considered seriously.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of failure-aware mobile crowd sensing, where the selected participant users may not successfully complete the designated sensing tasks. To solve this problem, we propose a two-stage framework, including offline task allocation which chooses suitable users according to tasks' requirements and available users' mobility profile, and online task transfer, i.e., timely transfer failed tasks to another one to execute by exploiting social relationship among users. Accordingly, we propose an indeterminate fitness proportionate based task allocation approach FPSAll, and an utility evaluation-based task transfer approach FTASKTraf, respectively. Lastly we conducted experiments on real dataset to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our methods.
